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Although digital technology dominates modern electronic systems, the physical
world remains mostly analogue in nature. The most important components that link
the analogue world to digital systems are analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue
converters (ADCs and DACs).
In the next two lectures, we will consider how these converters work, their
limitations and how to read their data sheets. Designing ADC and DAC requires both
knowledge of analogue and digital designs. We are only interested in examining the
basic principles of these converters and learn how to use them. We will NOT
consider how they are designed. Detail ADC/DAC designs at transistor level will be
considered in 3rd and 4th years on other course modules.
Analog Devices is a US company that has the largest range of converter products.
They publish an excellent handbook which is available through the course webpage.
Relevant to this lecture is the chapter on “Chapter 3: Data Converter Architectures”.
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The simplest DAC can be constructed using a number of resistors with binary weighted
values. X[3:0] is the 4-bit digital value to be converter to an analogue voltage Vout. The
4-bit number is used as input to buffer circuits (the rectangular blocks labelled ‘1’). The
outputs of the four buffers are V[3:0] respectively.
Using Kirchhoff current law, the current at node Vout sums to zero, and this gives the
first equation. (G0 is 1/R0 etc.) Rearranging the equation produces the equation for Vout.
The digital value X[3:0] can therefore be converted to an analogue voltage in the correct
binary weighting if G3:G2:G1:G0 have the ratio of 8:4:2:1.
Since the digital buffer is very fast and the resistor network has no (or negligible)
capacitance or inductance, this DAC can be very fast. However, this DAC has two
problems:
1. The output impedance of the DAC is the Thevenin equivalent circuit resistance.
Choosing too high a resistance value results in the DAC having a high output impedance;
choosing too low a resistance value draws lots of current from the buffers and is
inefficient on power.
2. It requires very large resistance ratio if the number of bits of X is large. For example,
for a 10-bit DAC, the ratio is 1024:1. Such a DAC is difficult and expensive to manufacture.
Instead of only using binary weighting, it is possible for you to choose five arbitrary Vout
values. If you add another resistor R4 connecting from Vout to the power supply, and set
X[3:0] to 0000, 0001, 0010, 0100 and 1000, you can easily work out the required value of
the resistances in order to give you the five arbitrary voltages.
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The high output impedance of the previous circuit can be circumvented using an
operational amplifier. Shown here is a summing amplifier. Vout is given by this
simple linear equation. The output impedance is that of the op amp and is very low.
Unfortunately the output voltage of this circuit cannot change very fast. It is limited
by the slew rate of the op amp. (Slew rate is a measure of how fast the output
voltage can change, and it is in units of V/sec.)
Making binary weighted resistors is still difficult and expensive of the number of bits
in the DAC is high.
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Instead of driving the resistor network directly from the digital output, which is not
very accurate, most DAC actually use the digital signal to control electronic switches
which switch in or out a reference voltage Vref. This reference voltage can be made
very accurate, thus providing accurate output voltage values.
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Here are the important specifications found in a datasheet that defines the
performance of a DAC. Here we use the line from full range value to the origin as
reference. We will express all voltage in terms of the delta-v corresponding to one LSB.
Resolution – the voltage step equivalent to one least significant bit (1 LSB) of the digital
input. Assuming that the input is an N-bit number, then resolution of the DAC is the
same as: (full-scale voltage) / (2N-1).
Accuracy – maximum error as compared to the perfect reference line (red).
Linearity – Instead of using the reference line, we can join to max-point with the minpoint to form another straight line. Linearity is the maximum deviation from this new
line.
Differential Linearity – Worse case error as you step from X to X+1 for all values of X.
Monotonic DAC – One that always goes up as the input number X[3:0] increases.
Settling time – Time taken to reach final value within ±1 LSB as input changes.
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Instead of using binary weighted resistor network, we could use a series string of
identical resistors as shown here. With this architecture, Vref to 0 is divided into 8
equal steps (including 0 value). The 3-bit digital input is decoded into 8 possible
binary one-hot codes. For example, 000 results in the lowest switch being
connected and 111 will switch the upper most switch on.
This DAC has the advantages listed here:
• It is simple, uses only one resistor value R everywhere, therefore easy to
manufacture using semiconductor process.
• Only operating two switches at anyone time, so the glitches are smaller.
• It is low power and inherently monotonic.
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Instead of using a large number of switches, we can also use switches arranged in a
tree structure as shown here. Here is an example showing the decoding of the
digital value 3’b0101. Decoding is implicitly performed via the control of the
switches using the three digital bits. The output op amp provides buffering of the
DAC voltage.
In this example, the 3’b101 digital value selects the 5/8 Vref tap of the resistor string
to route to the op amp.
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String resistor network is good for, say, up to 10-bit DAC (requiring 1024 identical
resistors). If you want a 16-bit DAC, you would need 65536 resistors! That is
obviously not practical or too expensive. A better solution is to use R-2R Ladder
network.
This circuit is very clever. The basic idea is to produce current Io, 2Io, 4Io etc,
using only identical resistors connected in a special way.
The best way to understand the working of this R-2R network is to consider just two
resistors both with values 2R. If the current flowing through each resistor is Io,
then the total current at node Vo must be I1 = 2Io. The Thevenin equivalent
resistance of these two resistor is 2R || 2R = R. Now we add an extra resistor R in
series with these two 2R network. Together they form a resistance 2R. If we add
the next step of the ladder as shown here, the total current at V1 is 2I1 = 4 Io.
As you can see, adding each extra step of the ladder doubles the current. If the
voltage drop across the horizontal resistors therefore also increases in ratios of 2 for
each step.
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For a practical DAC circuit, the R/2R ladder network is connected to the virtual earth
of the op amp as shown here. The current is either sent to the virtual earth node if
the digital value is ‘1’, or switched to earth if it is ‘0’. In that way , the output voltage
Vout is a converter analogue value of X[3:0].
Note that we switch current from one branch to another branch. It is known as
current steering. Current steering is much faster than turning the current on and
off.
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Instead of using Vref, a fixed reference voltage, we could use an analogue input Vin
(such as an audio signal), and then use the DAC as a digitally control amplifier or
attenuator. This is also known as a multiplying DAC. The output is X multiplied by
Vin.
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You are familiar with 2’s complement notation. You may not know about offsetbinary numbers.
What it means is that you use zero to represent the most negative value instead of a
negative number. For example, for a range from -512 to 511, use the range 0 to
1023 by adding to your number an offset of 512:
Yoffset = X + 512
If you need to produce a DAC with negative voltage or current for bipolar digital
input values, you need an analogue component known as a current mirror. You
don’t need to know exactly how this could be implemented. It is sufficient to
understand that a current mirror simply mirrors the current on one branch of the
circuit to a second branch of the circuit as shown in the next slide.
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Assuming that you have the current mirror component available, you can connect
this as shown here.
Y[3:0] is a 2’s complement number that we want to convert. X3 is made to be ~Y3.
The output current is now bipolar. If X[3:0] = 4’b0000, then the output current is 16 Io (i.e Y[3:0] = -8). If X[3:0] = 4’b1111, then output current is 14 Io (i.e. Y[3:0] = 7).
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Instead of using analogue resistor network, it is possible to build a simple DAC using
only digital components.
Here is a circuit schematic for a pulse-width modulated DAC. Here the counter is
used to produce a count value A that ramps up linearly in a sawtooth manner. The
digital value we want to convert to analogue value is data_in, which is stored as B in
the input register. A digital comparator circuit compares this input data with the
counter value (which is ramping up). While A is less than B, the output of the
comparator is high. As soon as A exceeds B, the output goes low. In this way, the
pulse width is proportional to the value of B (or data_in) in a linear manner. Passing
this PWM signal through a lowpass filter will give an analogue output which is
linearly related to data_in.
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Implementing a PWM DAC is extremely simple in Verilog. Although this is not
specified as an exercise in the experiment, I suggest that you should try this out for
yourself.
Here is the Verilog code.
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